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<Dataset Title>
<Authors/Submitters>
<Logo, if required>

Data Description
File Identifier

Web application generated. NCI only.

Parent Identifier

Can be selected from pick list.

Dataset thumbnail/logo

Use for the front page of data catalogue.

Hierarchy Level

Please specify whether it is a collection or series.

Data Collection Title

Please specify name/title of the data collection or series.

Title Alias

For metadata display purpose. No more than 35 characters.

Alternative Title

Please provide other names the dataset is known by, including
any acronyms.

NCI Data Collection Code

The project code on Mancini system.

Dataset abstract

Provide an adequate summary of the content including:

Data Ownership

Please state who in which organization(s) own(s) the data.

Data Custodianship

Please state who in which organization(s) maintain(s) the data.

DOI

10.xxxx/xxxxxxxxx.

Dataset Citation

Authors. Year. Title. Publisher. DOI. A bibtex file is recommended
to be provided by the data manager.

Associated NCI hosted lineage
datasets

Pick related records. It will be particularyly useful when associates
with service catalogue in the future.

Associated datasets/lineage

External linage catalogue datasets URL, DOI, or lineage statement.

Dataset Provenance

Please provide the derivation history of the data or versioning
since the data has been received from the third party. If the
dataset was collected as part of a specific grant program, or
project, etc., please specify the name.

Dataset Reuse

Please provide a description of why the dataset was developed
and how it was intended that it would be used.
Some example of how to use the data would be useful, too.

Dataset Status

Status of the dataset. Please select from the pick list:

Topic Category

Please select from the pick list:

Product Description and/or
Data specification

Please provide a link to any additional document that describes
the dataset and its specifications. An example of such a document
is:
http://www.ga.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/11871/Austr
alian-Reflectance-Grid-ARG25-Product-Information-Beta-ReleasePDF-2.pdf
Or the URL of the readme.txt file

Roles/Contacts from the Provider Organization
Principle Investigator
responsible for the data

Please provide the following information of the person who is the
Principle Investigator (i.e., in charge) of the development of the
data.

Content Expert

Please provide the following information of the person who is
responsible for the content and maintenance of the content in
the data

Contact for Media
Communication

Please provide the following information of the media person
who is responsible for media communications such as writing
reports, making videos, broadcasting, press articles, etc.

Publisher

NCI, help@nci.org.au,

Constraints on the Data
Limitations on using the data

Please provide information on the fitness for purpose including
any limitations on use for the dataset and specify any special
requirements such as ‘Not suitable for navigation purposes’;
‘Research and data collection in indigenous communities’ and
‘Ethnographic data’

License Type For Access
Constraints

license

Copy of Access Constraints

Please provide physical copies of the license and other
information that pertain to constraining access to the data.

Security Classification

Please select the level of restriction from the pick list:

Extent
Spatial Extent

Please provide spatial extent for the dataset (lat/long) in the
format of [-90 90]/[-180 180] and datum/projection.

Temporal Extent

Please provide date/time (e.g. start date/ end date) when the
dataset was acquired. The end date may be the expected date of
the project completion in the case of an ongoing project.

Formats
Format Name/Version

Please provide the name of the data format (e.g. NetCDF)

Transfer Size

Size of the data in MB, GB, or TB.

Data publishing
QA/QC

URL of the QA/QC report

Services URLs for accessing
data

Please provide the URL of the data services. Please select the
service type, filled with corresponding name, protocol, URL,
description and Function.
Protocol can be picked from the list. URL should be resolvable.
Maximum 6 entries are allowed in the online form.

Field of Research

We require the ABS Field Research List as keywords.
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/0/6BB427AB9696C2
25CA2574180004463E?opendocument

Keywords

Please choose words from a governed vocabulary that is in a
controlled namespace (and provide links).

Paper reference

Publication citation

Local file path

NCI will populate the local storage file path of the data on /g/data
at NCI.

Metadata catalogue create
date

When the metadata records are created.

